On the loudness of complex stimuli and its relationship to cochlear excitation.
Two experiments were conducted to reexamine the relation between loudness and the bandwidth of complex stimuli. In experiment 1, experimental stimuli consisting of a 2000-Hz pure tone and ten computer-generated multitonal complexes ranging in bandwidth from 0.26-3.16 oct, logarithmically centered at 2000 Hz, were matched in loudness to a 2000-Hz comparison pure tone presented at 90, 70, and 30 dB SPL. The SPL of the experimental stimuli required for equal loudness was linearly related to bandwidth (in octaves) for each of the three comparison stimulus levels. In experiment 2, the loudness behavior of narrow-bandwidth stimuli within the previously reported critical band region was examined. The results indicated a linear relation similar to that obtained in experiment 1. These results are consistent with an auditory filter concept in which frequency is continuously encoded along the basilar membrane and in which loudness of complex stimuli is linearly related to area of excitation.